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Under the title of “How to start a startup in India ? ” A lecture was
organized  by  Institution’s  Innovation  cell  ,  Gurukula
Kangri(Deemed  to  be  University),  on  4th  October  2021.  The
lecture  was  attended  by  all  the  faculty  members  of  F.E.T.  and
students   had  actively  participated  in  the  lecture.  CA Hemant
Gupta , Founder of Neusource Startup Minds India Limited were
present as resource person (speaker) .

Following were the keypoints discussed by the speaker :

1.  An  introduction  to  the  startup  world  ,  common  myths  and
misconceptions  regarding  startups  and  the  need  of  starting  a
startup and why is there a scarcity of entrepreneurs in India .

2. Knowledge regarding MVP ( Minimum Viable Product ) in a
startup  ,  a  product  which  is  benifical  for  both  seller  and  the
consumer , if either one of them is at loss startup is likely to fail.

3. The need for startups were discussed , only a desire to earn a lot
of  money  won’t  build  a  successful  startup  .  For  a  startup  to
succeed  the  entrepreneur  should  have  a  higher  objective  and
clarity  of  vision in  mind .  A startup should  solve  a  real  world
problem or bring automation .



4. Which skillset is required for an entrepreneur to be successful .
Things to avoid and things to adapt in entrepreneural journey were
discussed .  Being an influencer  and a  good public  speaker  are
most vital roles of an entrepreneur .

5. Which time is good for startups . Regarding the market , if the
market is at downturn , its a good opportunity .

The  some  of  photographs  of  lecture  while  during  the
programme .




